


PUMPING STATION:

0234700 series pneuma�c pumps for 20.50 or 180kg commercial barrels or 
CANNON series electric pumps for 20.50 or 180kg commercial barrels are usually 
installed in automated pumping sta�ons made up of:
- A cabinet in painted or stainless steel
- A control panel
- An air treatment panel (to be used for both the pneuma�c pumps and for the  
  air to be mixed with the grease of the sprayer nozzles)
- Filters and accessories (such as removable base or heaters for barrels, inverters  
  for double line systems)

SATELLITE PANELS

These are used to branch out the main distribu�on lines and reach 
the final points. They are made up of a painted or stainless steel box 
containing progressive (SMX or SMO series) or dual line (DM, DMM 
or DMX series) distributors. The box is complete with terminal strip 
for the connec�on of ULTRASENSOR sensors that monitor the cycles 
and the correct opera�on of the dividers’ modular elements, 
whether progressive or dual line.

AIR-GREASE or AIR-OIL UNIT for progressive dividers

For smaller and more economical solu�ons, DropsA has designed a compact system that an�cipa-
tes the use of a painted or stainless steel box, in which an air treatment unit, a progressive divider 
and mixing valves are already installed. This solu�on allows the user to purchase a simple pump for 
commercial barrels, install it at the most convenient place in the system and then install a DropsA 
box and connect the air and grease pipes to it. From here, the piping that will go to the final points 
(from 2 to 8 for each DropsA box) will already contain the air-grease mixture. The user will be able 
to choose whether to purchase the DropsA blade or cone-shaped nozzles, depending on the 
characteris�cs of the points being lubricated).

SPRAYER NOZZLES

These are pre-assembled kits to be installed directly near the main 
gears of the ball-sag mill. Depending on the diameter of the gear, 
anywhere from 1 to 8 nozzles are installed in order to best cover the 
surface of the gear and allow op�mum lubrica�on. To enable dispen-
sing, simply connect the grease and air lines to the nozzles kit.

LUBRICATION SOLUTIONS FOR CEMENT PLANTS AND CONSTRUCTION 



LUBRICATION SOLUTIONS FOR RAW MATERIAL PROCESSING

LOCOPUMP S3

The Locopump S3 grease is an ideal single ac�ng pneuma�c grease pump generally used  in 
single line progressive divider lubrica�on systems. The transparent reservoir allows the user to 
clearly see the quan�ty of grease remaining and a low level grease switch is present to provide 
remote alarm signals to the machine it is mounted on. Addi�onally, the reservoir lid can be 
modified to install a High level or a Dropsa con�nual level sensing device. 

SMX-SMO:

The SMO and SMX series dividers are modular progressive dividers. This system is made up of two main parts: the 
base and the dividing elements. Unlike the single block systems, the modular dividers provide significant advanta-
ges: - the system can be easily expanded by adding base modules and elements without having to redesign the 
system – the modular concept guarantees low costs for the replacement of any faulty components – the modular 
elements for SMO and SMX offered by DropsA are available with various flow rates, which allows the user to 
always find the right dosing depending on the components being lubricated, thereby being able to mix all the 
elements that need to be lubricated within the same divider, without compromises and without having to create 
separate divider blocks.

NP-NPR+:

Dropsa’s nano-Progressive (nP) dividers are the ideal solu�on for oil and grease lubrica�on applica-
�ons that require small and accurately dispensed quan�ty of lubricant in a compact solid and reliable 
footprint. The nano-nP uses the progressive movement of pistons to allow precise quan��es of 
lubricant to be accurately dispensed to mul�ple points. Thanks to a patented RigidLock, novel inter-
locking mechanism between the elements it has the rigidity of a mono-block divider but the flexibility 
of a modular segmented unit. Dropsa’s nano-Progressive Replaceable (nPr) dividers uses an innova�-
ve rail & lock concept to allow the element to be replaced or re-organized without the need to 
completely dismantle the assembly.

Bridge saws Milling cutters Contouring machines

Other Applications

Cutting Centres

Block cutters

Edge polishers

Calibrators






